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GREETINGS FROM
THE CENTRE DIRECTOR
Dear respected readers,
Welcome to our latest newsletter, the first this
year. Since 2014, we hope to keep you updated
on our latest programmes, activities and staff
news.
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Enhancing
Teachers Quality through
Professional
Development

For the first half year of 2019, we’ve been
drowning ourselves with module development
which news can be read in the next few pages.
We are currently developing module for
primary and lower secondary school levels.
The modules present the idea of Higher Order
Thinking Skills (HOTS) for both school levels.
You can find a glimpse of the module in this
newsletter.
Aside from that, we are very enthusiastic to
have collaboration programmes with four
Indonesian Offices of Education, i.e., (1) Office
of Education, Youth and Sports for Special
Region of Yogyakarta, (2) Office of Education
for North Sumatra, (3) Office of Education and
Culture for West Kalimantan and (4) Office of
Education for West Sumatera. The scope of
collaboration with these institutions is, among
others, a visualization programme for language
teaching model. This is a strategic effort to
enhance quality of teachers and education
personnel, particularly in Indonesia.
In this edition, you can also find news of our
SEAQIL Goes to Schools programme in Vietnam
and our staff capacity building programme.
Most of all, we are very excited to welcome
five new beautiful babies from our staff. I
congratulate them on their little bundle of joy.
To end this, I thank you all for your support and,
please, enjoy your reading!
Bambang Indriyanto
Director
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Materials Development

COMPILING GOOD PRACTICES ON
LANGUAGE TEACHING IN VIETNAM

T

he changing of language education paradigm from
teacher-centered to student-centered will affect the
learners’ needs in learning process. The learners’ needs should
support with the teacher’s competence to use various teaching
strategies and techniques. To meet the needs, teachers may
create an enjoyable learning environment that could maintain
students’ engagement and motivation.
As one of Centre’s ways to support language teachers
to create enjoyable learning process, the Centre has been
conducted a series of workshop entitled SEAQIL Goes to
Schools (SGTS) in Indonesia since 2014. This programme
aligns with Centre mission to improve the quality of language
teachers in Southeast Asia region and support SEAMEO Seven
Priority Areas especially Revitalising Teacher Education. From
previous workshop that organised in Indonesia, the Centre
successfully published a book entitled Language Teaching
Techniques: Good Practices from Indonesia.
Starting in 2017, the Centre has continued the programme
in Southeast Asia region. This programme has successfully
conducted in Cambodia (2017), Brunei Darussalam, the
Philippines and Malaysia (2018). This year, in collaboration
with National Foreign Language Project, Ministry of Education
and Training of Vietnam, the Centre conducted SEAQIL Goes
to Schools on 18 – 19 June 2019 at University of Languages
and International Studies, Vietnam National University, Hanoi,
Vietnam. The activity aimed to compile language teaching
techniques that the teachers use to enable students to acquire
language skills.
The workshop was officially opened by Mr Trần Trọng
Hưng, Deputy Director of National Foreign Languages Project,
Ministry of Education and Training (MOET) of Vietnam. In
his remarks, he welcomed all the resource persons and the

Mr Tran Trong Hung, Deputy Director of National Foreign Languages
Project, MOET Vietnam officialy opened the workshop.
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The participants wrote their good practices in language teaching by
filling in open-ended questionnaire.

participants that joined the workshop. He hoped that through
the workshop, the participants will get insight on how to write
good practices on language teaching. In this occasion, Dr
Bambang Indriyanto, Director of SEAMEO QITEP in Language
also delivered the remarks by explaining that the good
practices resulted from the workshop serves as empirical bases
to develop the concept of language teaching effectiveness.
The activity continued with workshop agenda with policy
of education in Vietnam. Mr Đặng Hiệp Giang, the official from
Secondary Education of MOET Vietnam, explained that the
Ministry adopts a multilingual approach. He informed that the
students learn English language as compulsory subject and
other foreign languages if needed. Not only policy of education
in Vietnam, the participants also acquired knowledge on
the policy of SEAMEO QITEP in Language delivered by Dr
Bambang Indriyanto.
Furthermore, the participants deepen their understanding
on latest trends on language teaching. Vũ Thị Thanh Nhã, PhD
(University of Languages and International Studies, Vietnam
National University) presented on the evolving pedagogy
of integrating content and language. She further explained
about types of pedagogy that integrate between language
and content, i.e., bilingualism, content-based instruction,
immersion movement, content and language integrated
learning (CLIL), English for specific purposes and English as
a medium of instruction. In the session, the participants also
practiced some examples CLIL activities that the teachers can
implement in their class.
Meanwhile, Phạm Thị Ngọc, PhD (Hanoi University,
Vietnam) elucidated methods of teaching vocabulary and
some examples of language games in foreign language
teaching. She stated that there were three methods to teach
vocabulary. They are Grammar Translation Method, Listening
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– Speaking Method and mind mapping. Moreover, she also
gave the examples of language games in teaching foreign
language, i.e., word search game, guess the word through
action and description, word matching game, learn vocabulary
through songs.
On the second day of workshop, the participants wrote
their good practices by filling in open-ended questionnaire
individually. The resource person’s team (Ms Esra Nelvi M
Siagian, Ms Reni Anggraeni and Ms Itra Safitri) assisted the
participants to write about teaching model that they used
to deliver their materials in the class, their understanding
about Higher Order Thinking Skills and the implementation of
cultural values in their language teaching process. There were
29 teaching practices that collected in the session. Below are
the numbers of draft of teaching practices that written by the
teachers.
25
20
Representative of the group presented their good practices
in language teaching.

15
10
5
0

English

France

Russian

Japanese

Then, they also developed the good practices in language
teaching in group and presented their group results to
others. Through this activity, the participants would get more
knowledge on good practices from other languages teaching.
Next year, the Centre will hold the workshop in other SEAMEO
Member Countries and expected to publish the compilation
of good practices in Southeast Asia region in 2022. n IS
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Special Report
SELF-LEARNING MODULES FOR
PRIMARY AND LOWER SECONDARY
SCHOOL TEACHERS

I

n the globally and digitally interconnected world, all
learners need new skills and knowledge to succeed. To
face the competition in the 21st century, the students should
master 21st century skills, namely learning and innovation
skills, digital literacy skills as well as career and life skills. To
prepare the students in obtaining those skills, teachers play
an important role in students’ learning process. Teachers are
expected to implement the innovative teaching strategies in
facilitating students to become 21st century skills students
and also to able to think critically.
To achieve the students’ competence in 21st century
and to meet the teachers need in the learning process,
the Centre organises various programmes. One of them is
the development of self-learning module for primary and
lower secondary school teachers. The integrative thematic
learning module is targeting for primary school teachers in
grades 1 to 3. Meanwhile, Indonesian and English teachers
in grades 7 to 9 become target of language teaching module
in lower secondary school level. To develop these modules,
the Centre conducted some activities, i.e., module structure
development, materials’ development, review from the
experts, modules validation and modules finalisation.
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Module Development Milestones

Starting in early 2019, the Centre staff began to conduct
a literature review and develop the module structure. The
module writers consist of the staff of training and research and
development division. One group develops the integrative
thematic learning module structure and another one develops
language teaching module structure.
To check the appropriateness of module structure, on
March 2019, the Centre conducted focus group discussion
(FGD) inviting experts based on their expertise. For the
integrative thematic learning module, the FGD was done in 4
March 2019, and for language teaching module, the FGD was
done in 6 March 2019.
For module structure development in primary school, the
module writers got the inputs from Sofie Dewayani, PhD, an
expert on literacy from Litara Foundation; Ms Dyah Tri Palupi,
a book writer on 2013 Curriculum from Education Office,
Youth and Sport of Yogyakarta Province; and Dr Sri Sumarni,
an expert on thematic integrative learning in primary level
from Universitas Negeri Jakarta. Through deep discussion,
the experts suggested some points pertain to the targets of
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module and content that should be included in the module. In
the meantime, the Centre invited Dr E. Kosasih (a book writer
on Indonesian language subject for lower secondary school)
from Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia, Ms Neneng Kadariyah
and Mr M.Yusri Saad (an expert on curriculum of Indonesian
language and English language for lower secondary level)
from Pusat Kurikulum dan Perbukuan, to assist the module
writers in designing the language teaching module structure
for lower secondary level. The aforementioned activities
resulted the module structure that will be developed later by
the writers.
Following this activity, the module writers wrote module
in accordance with its structure that suggested by the experts.
To check the content of module draft, the Centre invited
back the similar experts in the previous activity to review the
draft in 16 and 17 May 2019. In this activity, the expert gave
some suggestions about the content that should be revised,
included or deleted in the draft.
The revised draft of module will be presented in the
validation workshop which aims to get feedback and
comments from the module users. For integrative thematic
learning module, validation workshop will be held in Bogor on
1 to 4 July 2019 and inviting 20 teachers to review the draft.
Meanwhile, the validation workshop on language teaching
module will be held in Jakarta, 3 to 6 July 2019 and inviting
10 teachers of Indonesian Language and 10 teachers of
English Language. All feedback will be useful for the writers in
finalising the module.
Last, before the publication, the final draft will be
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rereviewed with the similar experts from content aspect and
editing by language editor for language effectiveness.

A Glimpse of the Module

Two modules will present the idea of Higher Order
Thinking Skills (HOTS) in the primary and lower secondary
school levels. The integrative thematic learning module in
primary school level presents the Indonesian 2013 Curriculum
in primary school, integrative thematic learning, literacy
in learning process, project-based and discovery learning
models as well as assessment. This module consists of concept
and implementation of each topic.
Furthermore, the language teaching module in lower
secondary school level discusses scientific approach, HOTS
in the perspective of revised Bloom’s Taxonomy, HOTS-based
questioning strategy as well as concept and implementation
of three learning models, i.e., text-based learning, projectbased learning and discovery learning.
The aforementioned modules also have reflection in the
form of exercises, case study or assignments that the teachers
should need to accomplish. To use these modules, it is strongly
recommended that the teachers follow the user guide step by
step, and do reflection section.
These modules are the Centre’s contributions in enhancing
teachers’ competence and advancing language education,
particularly in Indonesia. We are sure that the modules will
help the teachers in acquiring deeper understanding in
implementing the appropriate teaching strategies to enhance
students’ critical thinking skills. n IS, RG
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WRITING VIDEOS SCRIPTS FOR
THREE LANGUAGE LEARNING MODELS
On 8-12 April 2019, the Centre conducted the similar workshop
in Special Region of Yogyakarta (DI Yogyakarta) which involved
40 language teachers as participants. This workshop was
conducted in collaboration with the Office of Education, Youth
and Sports for DI Yogyakarta. Similar to those three provinces,
the selection of participants of the workshop was conducted
by the Office of Education, Youth and Sports for DI Yogyakarta.
It is in accordance with provisions of Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) signed by the Centre and theose four
provinces. As stated in the MoU, responsibilities , actions and
costs related to resource persons for joint activities will be
borne by the Centre while the participants - related matters
will be borne by the Office of Education forof each province.

The Centre conducted two workshops in two provinces to
develop video scripts for learning videos.

T

hroughout the year 2018, the Centre developed three
modules of language learning models, i.e., text-based,
discovery and project-based language learning. As a follow-up
action to the accomplishment of those modules, the Centre
plans to make learning video based on those three modules
this year.
Nowadays, videos heavily influence our life. So, it seems natural
that this familiar platform extends into education setting. It is
undeniable that videos become important part in education.
Now, students utilise educational videos as their tool for
learning everything. For teachers, videos serve as a tool for
their professional development since videos provide models
and implementation of guidance for process or procedure of
teaching and learning. Through videos, teachers can also learn
good practices in teaching from their colleagues.
Recognising the importance of videos for teachers’professional
development, on 25-29 March 2019, the Centre conducted
a Workshop on Video Scripts Development for Language
Learning Models in Jakarta. Participants of the workshop were
23 teachers with various language background such as Arabic,
Chinese, English, Japanese, German and Indonesian language.
They came from Jabodetabek areas , North Sumatra, West
Kalimantan and West Sumatra. The participants who came
from Jabodetabek areas were chosen by the Centre through
selection process. Meanmwhile, participants who came from
three provinces, i.e., North Sumatra, West Kalimantan and
West Sumatra were selected by the Office of Education in their
provinces.
6
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Both of workshops on video scripts development conducted
in two provinces were just the first step prior to the production
and publication of videos which were based on the three
learning models (text-based, discovery and project-based
learning models). During the workshops, participants were
guided by resource persons in writing video scripts based
on those three learning models. They were benefitted from
the workshop since they gained more understanding and
knowledge not only on the implementation of those learning
models but also standards they shall meet in writing a video
script for language learning. In other words, the workshops on
video scripts for language learning models can be included as
a part of teachers’ professional development.
Following the workshops on video scripts, the draft of video
scripts written by participants were then selected by the
Centre to be finalised in the workshop on finalisation video
scripts. There were 17 drafts of video scripts to be finalised in
the workshop.
The Centre conducted a Workshop on Finalisation of Video
Scripts for Language Learning Models on 22-25 April 2019.
The seventeen teachers who wrote draft of video scripts
were invited to the workshops to finalise video scripts. As
a follow-up action, the Centre will produce three videos in
collaboration with Pustekkom this year. In addition to the
videos production, six videos will be produced by the Office
of Education, Youth and Sports for DI Yogyakarta (2 videos),
Office of Education and Culture for West Kalimantan (2 videos)
and Office of Education for West Sumatra (2 videos) . The rest
of videos will be produced by the Centre in collaboration with
selected schools.
The Centre expects that the videos, which based on
three learning models, would assist language teachers in
implementing the three learning models, particularly to create
good practices in language teaching. n ES, RA
qitepinlanguage
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Strengthening Linkages

SEAQIL AND FOUR INDONESIAN PROVINCES TO
JOIN FORCES

T

his year marks an important moment as the Centre
signs Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with four
Indonesian Offices of Education to cooperate and collaborate
in enhancing quality of language teachers and education
personnel. The Offices of Education for four provinces are
(1) Office of Education, Youth and Sports for Special Region
of Yogyakarta, (2) Office of Education for North Sumatra, (3)
Office of Education and Culture for West Kalimantan and (4)
Office of Education for West Sumatera.

The scope of collaboration are mainly focused on four
areas, i.e., good practices in language teaching, classroom
action research, visualization of language teaching model
and literacy school and/or literacy village model. To carry
out and fulfil the aims of the collaboration, the MoU also
arranges the collaborative procedures and implementation
of activities including the joint organisation of workshop,
training and other teachers’ continuous professional
development programmes.

On 11 March 2019, the MoU between the Centre and
Education Offices for West Kalimantan, West Sumatera and
North Sumatera were signed by Dr Bambang Indriyanto
as the Centre Director and Head of Education Office of the
aforementioned provinces. The signing ceremony of MoU
in Jakarta was also witnessed by the Secretary General of
MOEC Indonesia (Didik Suhardi, PhD), and Head of Bureau of
Planning and International Cooperation of MOEC Indonesia
(Suharti, PhD).

Celebrating the 10th anniversary this year, the Centre
determines to be a comprehensive Centre with strong
commitment to enhance quality of language teachers and
educational personnel. In the future, as a strategic effort to
enhance quality of teachers and education personnel, the
Centre will build a collaboration with many other institutions
towards the achievement of common goals. n ES

On 8 April 2019, the Centre established a signing of MoU
with Education, Youth and Sports Office for Special Region
of Yogyakarta on 8 April 2019. The MoU between the Centre
and Education Office of four provinces is operational upon
the signing and have a duration of four years.
The signing of MoU basically expresses a convergence
of willingness of all parties particularly to address shared
concerns and foster greater understanding related to
continuous professional development of teachers. Needless
to say, this MoU is the beginning of a collaboration in which
the Centre and other parties can maximize all resources and
reduce costs to increase effectiveness in improving quality
teachers.
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The Centre Director and Head of Education Office for four provinces
signed MOU to mark a fruitful collaboration.
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Staff Development Programme

WRITTEN COMMUNICATION FOR CORPORATE BUSINESS

W

ith intention to upskill employees’ competence,
on February 2019, the Centre run a two-day InHouse Training on Official Document Writing. The activity
which was organised at the Centre’s premise highly focused
on utilizing standard Indonesian language to communicate
with Indonesian officials as well as with the Centre’s national
business partners.
On purpose, the Centre expected the activity to be an
opportunity for its staff to bring their writing skills into the
next level, especially for academic and administrative needs
in official context; and to address the gap between the staff in
applying standard written Indonesian language. Once it was
achieved, the Centre will have a long-term benefit on good
written communication for corporate business.

In addition, pre- and post-tests were administered during
the activity to ensure the staff have mastered the course
comprehensively. They also did editing and proof-reading
activity of their everyday documents and reports.
Onwards, the Centre is going to provide more opportunities on
staff development programmes in the next fiscal year. Indeed,
the Centre is committed to put its staff beyond resources, but
a human capital to perfect the Centre’s business. Simply, our
staff is our important asset. n MR

To reach aforementioned objectives, then, the Centre had
support from Indonesian National Agency for Language
Development and Books. During the activity, two Indonesian
language specialists from the Agency, namely Ms Ovi Soviati
Rifai and Ms Endah Nur Fatimah, delivered the course.
A total of 26 staff have completed fourteen-hour course on
standard Indonesian language for general and specific writing
purposes. The specific one included corporate correspondence
(letters) and publication (report) writing which is critical for the
Centre’s regular communication. To note, the Centre officially
uses Indonesian language for its mailing and activity report in
local and national context.

Ms Ovi Soviati from Indonesian National Agency for Language
Development and Books shared her knowledge and skills to staff on
utilising standard Indonesian Language for official documents.

The Centre wish the following staff a hearty congratulation on the arrival of their healthy and
beautiful babies. May their lives be full of joy and happiness. n MR
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